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GUIDANCE PRACTICUM REPORT: 
JOHN PETTIBONE SCHOOL, NEW MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 
by 
Donald T. Tepper, Jr. 
A practicum presented in partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the 
Master of Education Degree 
School of Education 




This paper is a report of the activities undertaken 
in a Guidance Practicum taken at the John Pettibone School 
in New Milford, Connecticut. The practicum experience in¬ 
volved conducting an orientation program for 142 eighth 
grade youngsters who, at the end of the year, would decide 
on one of six curricula offered at the New Milford High 
School. Many group sessions were held where speakers were 
presented and films shown, which pertained to the choice 
of an occupational career. Job characteristics and 
factors of self evaluation were also discussed. At the 
culmination of the formal program, individual interviews 
were held and each student's high school course of study 
was decided upon. This paper contains information of 
what was done and the details involved in conducting a 
practicum of this nature. Sample forms and pass-outs 
are included in the appendix. 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND INITIAL PLANNING. The Intern 
Guidance Program at the John Pettibone School was begun for 
two reasons. First, it was apparent that some type of 
orientation and counseling was needed in order that the 
eighth grade students be phased into the high school curri¬ 
cula with some professional help. In the past, teachers and 
administrators had been doing a commendable job, considering 
the unstructured approach, but it was felt that a more 
formal and planned program was necessary. Secondly, the 
experience would serve as a guidance practicum for the author 
toward fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of 
Education degree in Guidance from the University of Massachu¬ 
setts . 
The principal of the school, Mr. Paul Bourdeau, was 
approached with the idea and responded enthusiastically 
while offering his cooperation. He asked for a written state¬ 
ment of purposes (see Appendix Fig. 1) and an outline of 
proposed procedure which was later used to obtain the neces¬ 
sary permission from the Superintendent of Schools, Dr. 
Morris Rudner, and ultimately the local school board. After 
being granted permission to carry out the program, the author 
then discussed the matter with Dr. Ralph Pippert, the Assist¬ 
ant Dean of Education at the University of Massachusetts and 
received his permission to use the program for practicum 
credit toward the Masters degree. 
A letter was then written to the parents of the eighth 
grade students by the building principal, which described the 
nature of the forthcoming program and explained its need. 
(see Appendix Fig. 2) The parents responded favorably and 
voiced support for the need of such a program of guidance. 
The school at this time had no organized guidance program. 
Because of the part time nature of the proposed guid¬ 
ance practicum, only the eighth grade students were offered 
any formal counseling. In fact, the whole program had as 
its purpose the goal of assisting the eighth graders make a 
more realistic and purposeful choice of high school study 
plans. 
Before discussing the actual program offered to the 
students, the physical aspects which had to be considered 
when planning the schedule must be understood. The school 
houses grades four through eight and has many different 
)■ 
schedules and programs running simultaneously. Because only 
the large instruction room (used as the cold lunch cafeteria, 
and the hot lunch cafeteria could be used for the large 
group gatherings, certain periods of the day were unavail¬ 
able for scheduling. The academic day consists of six 
periods, each 50 minutes long, plus a lunch period of 30 
minutes. Each week, on a three-week rotating basis, two 
periods were selected and called Study periods; these were 
periods where all seventh and eighth grade students were 
either in study, band, chorus, or special activities. The 
formal guidance program was designed to fit into these study 
periods so as not to disrupt the academic schedule. Usually 
the group met for one of the two study periods per week, but 
occasionally both periods were used because of scheduling 
difficulties. Both the special activities instructors and 
the teaching and administrative staff were most cooperative 
in switching scheduled activities when needed. 
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SESSION I: INTRODUCTION TO THE PROGRAM. The first meet¬ 
ing was held in the middle of December and was designed to 
be an introduction for the students to what was to come in 
the program. It was explained that we would discuss 
factors involved in planning for the future and specifi¬ 
cally how to go about choosing a high school plan of study. 
Some of the speakers that had been contacted to speak to 
the group and the titles of films to be shown were announced. 
The importance of a careful decision as to high school 
plan of study was stressed. It was emphasized how the 
decision may influence many aspects of each individual's 
life. Due to the increasing technological culture in 
which we live, one must begin planning for the future of 
work early in life. The effects of automation and the un¬ 
employment situation were discussed. It was pointed out 
that our economy needs skilled workers and that lack of edu¬ 
cation is preventing many people from acquiring a good job. 
The fact was discussed that many junior high school students 
know very little about careers and that many of them fail 
to realize that someday they must earn a living, support a 
family, and buy the things which are now given to them. 
In order to find out some of the prevailing attitudes 
about career choices, a questionnaire was designed, having 
twelve questions, (see Appendix Figure 3) Each question 
was read aloud while the students read silently and if neces¬ 
sary a short explanation was given before the students marked 
their questionnaires. The questionnaire was not designed to 
be rigorous but was intended to be an eye-opener, a thought- 
stimulator, and a subject for discussion. The general 
results of the questionnaire, which were reported to the 
group later in the program, did reveal a measure of naivete 
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regarding tine world of work and tfie educational requirements 
necessary. A complete report of the questionnaire results 
can be found in a later section of the paper. 
The first session ended with a talk by the principal 
regarding the worth of such a program, and he encouraged 
every student to avail himself of all the school staff in 
their quest for knowledge about their future. 
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SESSION II; LET'S LOOK AT CAREERS. The second meeting was 
entitled "Let's Look at Careers", and a filmstrip of the same 
name (from Essential Education, Box 968, Huntsville, Texas) 
was used as a central focus. The filmstrip began with the 
statement, "Successful careers are planned; they don't just 
happen." It went on to say that high school study is a 
series of stepping stones leading toward a career goal. 
There are many career choices and careful study is important 
in order that you prepare yourself for the career that you 
will be happy in. The filmstrip systematically grouped many 
of the careers together under large general headings and dis¬ 
cussed the groups in general. A prepared list of career 
fields with a sampling of jobs within each group (see Appendix 
Fig. 4) was passed out to all the students with instructions 
to refer to the sheet as the discussion progressed and to add 
any jobs which they could think of as falling within a parti¬ 
cular field. 
All careers were grouped into twelve general career 
fields and within each career field many vocational groups 
were listed. As an example, the career field SCIENCE may have 
the vocational groups Physics, Biology, Chemistry, etc. in¬ 
cluded. Within each vocational group, five categories of 
jobs have been identified according to educational range. 
The five groups, beginning with the one requiring the most 
education and going down to the group requiring the least edu¬ 
cation, are professional, semi-professional, skilled, semi¬ 
skilled, and unskilled. It was emphasized that every career 
field has places for persons with all degrees of training and 
ability. 
At this point in the group session, the filmstrip dis¬ 
cussed each of the career fields and several vocational groups 
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within each one. The purpose of this report will not be 
furthered by a lengthy discussion of the text of the actual 
filmstrip. However, the twelve fields discussed are listed 
as: Science, Business, Social Services, Production, Agri¬ 
culture, Education, Health, Personal Services, and Fine 
Arts. The filmstrip ends with the question, "What is your 
career goal?" 
The author feels that it is important for eighth grade 
students to begin thinking seriously and systematically about 
their future career goals. Certainly the jobs discussed in 
this session were only a few of those possible, but the pur¬ 
pose was to get the students thinking about the future. The 
students were very enthusiastic and asked many questions. 
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SESSION III: HOW TO STUDY OCCUPATIONS. The third gather¬ 
ing dealt with the problem of how to study occupations and 
again a filmstrip, "How to Study Occupations," (Filmstrip- 
of-the-Month Club on High School Guidance, 355 Lexington 
Avenue, New York 17, New York) was used as a visual aid. 
The filmstrip opens with the comment that deciding on a 
career is a task which takes a great deal of thought and 
planning. By studying occupations you are able to match 
your attitudes and personal traits with the facts about 
jobs, and ultimately be more happy in your work. A discus¬ 
sion was then held about different factors concerning jobs 
which should be considered, such as: 
1. "What is a typical day like on the job? 
2. How much physical hazard is involved? 
3. What are the surroundings in which you will work? 
4. What are the qualifications which you must have? 
5. What physical requirements are necessary? 
6. What special equipment must you purchase? 
7. What are the chances of advancement? 
8. How much can you earn? 
9. Will there be a demand for the job in the 
future (or will the job be non-existent in 
ten years?) 
10. What is the location of the job? 
11. What fringe benefits are available? 
12. How much free time does the job allow? 
We then discussed the ways in which students can go about the 
task of studying occupations. Among those discussed were: 
1. Ask people on the job what it is like. 
2. Read printed materials about the job. 
3. Write to businesses, industries, etc. for 
information. 
4. Talk with parents, counselors, teachers, and 
friends about your plans. 
The importance of looking into the many career opportunities 
was stressed at this time. It was said that too many young¬ 
sters limit their inquiring to a single career, and then when 
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interests change, have no information about others. We 
stressed, also, that choosing a career is an on-going 
process, not a static event. 
After having introduced some of the career groups, 
some factors to consider when thinking about a career, and 
some suggestions for studying them, we then began the 
series of speakers and films in a. variety of occupational 
areas. Most of the speakers came from areas for which the 
high school had a curriculum (ie. Nursing, Business, and 
Agriculture.) What follows is a description of each of 
these sessions. 
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SESSION IV: VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM. The movie, 
"Learning to Earn" was procured from the Connecticut State 
Department of Education and shown to all boys and girls in 
the eighth grade. The twenty-minute color film had as its 
purpose the task of showing Connecticut students the oppor¬ 
tunities for an education that would lead to various vocation¬ 
al careers. The film explained that the state maintains 
about thirteen vocational schools throughout Connecticut, 
which offer various vocational curricula.. All of the schools 
have a core of vocational training such as Carpentry, Auto 
Mechanics and Electrical work, and some also specialize in 
other fields such as Drafting, Nursing, Chemical Technology, 
Aeronautical Mechanics, Beauty Culture and Dietetics. 
The first show labs, classrooms, workshops as well as 
dances and sporting events. It was explained that the 
tuition is free and that transportation would be provided 
from towns lying within a certain radius from the particular 
school. 
After the movie, a question and answer period was held 
when Mr. Peter Messer, the Industrial Arts instructor, 
answered questions and provided information not given in the 
film. He pointed out that not all students have as their 
goal a college education, and that for the student who was 
thinking about a career in the skilled trades, Connecticut 
has some fine training schools, both on the high school level 
and post-high school level. 
Mr. Messer told about Henry Abbott Technical School in 
Danbury, Connecticut, (twelve miles away) and explained that 
New Milford has twelve to twenty students go there every 
year. Pamphlets about the school were passed out to those 
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interested, and the names were taken of the students inter¬ 
ested in applying. Later in the year (April) Mr. Messer 
and the author took about twenty-five interested boys on a 
tour of the school. Fifteen boys actually applied and of 
those, twelve were accepted for the 1965-1966 school year. 
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SESSION V; BUSINESS PROGRAM. Mrs. Jerri Quist, the head 
of the business department conducted a session which was 
designed to acquaint the students with some of the careers 
in the business world, and also to explain the business 
curriculum offering in the high school. She brought a 
prepared mimeographed list of "Opportunities in the World 
of Business" (see Appendix Fig. 5) which was passed out to 
each student. Each of the listed careers was discussed 
and questions answered regarding them. The high school 
business program, including the specific courses a student 
in the business program would take, was then discussed. 
Mrs. Quist pointed out that many students who desire a 
career in the business world do not begin in the business 
course because of the added "status" arbitrarily assigned 
to the college course. Later in their high school program 
they must switch mid-stream and as a result they lose 
valuable time and have many courses to make up. She strong¬ 
ly advised those students who sincerely are interested in 
business subjects to sign up for the business course in 
their freshman year. Students who are undecided can elect 
to take many of the college preparatory courses along with 
those in business. 
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SESSION VI; AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM. Mr. Charles Smith, the 
high school agriculture teacher spoke to all the boys regard¬ 
ing the careers related to agriculture. He brought with him 
the officers of the Future Farmers of America., who were 
available for questions. A film was shown on "Agribusiness", 
which pointed out that about forty percent of all employed 
people in the United States are working in some area of 
agriculture. Mr. Smith then introduced the agriculture 
program offered by the high school, and made available pam¬ 
phlets about Agribusiness. At the end of the period, eleven 
boys indicated interest in taking the agricultural program, 
but only five boys finally signed up for it. It is 
important to note that even though New Milford is a rural 
town surrounded by many farms, the high school is abandoning 
the agriculture program in two years. 
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SESSION VII; NURSING PROGRAM- The acting director of the 
Visiting Nurses Association in New Milford, (Miss Patricia 
Coyle) was asked to speak to the girls on the topic of 
nursing. New Milford high school has a. nursing program 
which is primarily a college preparatory program, but which 
does have some special requirements as well. Miss Coyle 
brought a film on nursing training which dealt with the 
trials and tribulations of a nursing candidate. The movie 
was very realistic and was designed to present a true 
picture of the job of nursing instead of the usual glamorous 
recruiting propoganda. 
After the film. Miss Coyle discussed the various levels 
of nursing which range from the college trained registered 
nurse to the practical nurse level. She commented that with 
modern technical advances on the increase, modern nurses have 
to be increasingly educated. She discussed the characteris¬ 
tics of good nurses and spoke of nursing as a rewarding, ex¬ 
citing and responsible career. 
I 
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SESSION VIII: MILITARY SERVICE PROGRAM. Because military 
service in some form or other is a part of every boy's 
future plans, the Marine Corps recruiter, Sgt. Chadwick, was 
asked to come to speak to the boys. It was made clear that 
no recruits would be gained in this meeting due to the age 
of the boys, but the sergeant was glad to come anyway. He 
was in blue dress uniform and brought a thrilling movie 
entitled, "Force in Readiness" which showed the Corps in 
action. During the film, many of the career fields in the 
Marine Corps were discussed and the job functions demon¬ 
strated . 
Sgt. Chadwick stressed that the service wants men who 
have a. high school education. He said that because of the 
many technical jobs in the service, men are needed who can 
be trained to fill these jobs, and it has been found that 
the men most likely to succeed are those with a high 
school diploma. 
The boys asked many questions and very much enjoyed 
the session. The sergeant stressed the need to stay in 
school and reinforced the theory that those with the most 
education would be most prepared for the exciting and reward¬ 
ing jobs in the armed forces. 
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SESSION IX; ON SELF EVALUATION. Every decision involves 
some degree of self evaluation. This session was designed 
to stimulate thought among the eighth graders about how they, 
as a. person, fit into the decision-making process. A film¬ 
strip was used to point out the many factors to be consider¬ 
ed in choosing a life-long career. ("How to Make a Career 
Decision", Essential Education, Huntsville, Texas.) It 
began by stating that one of the most important factors in 
career choice is self evaluation, which simply means under¬ 
standing yourself. You must think about your personal 
traits, talents, abilities, interests, and intelligence as 
they relate to your career decision. Each of these factors 
was then discussed in some detail. The filmstrip then went 
on to discuss some of the methods by which a student is 
helped in his self evaluation, such as tests of ability, 
interests and intelligence. 
It was next pointed out that after careful evaluation 
of personal traits, talents, abilities, interests and intel¬ 
ligence, they must then put together these facts with the 
facts about the careers. It was emphasized that people are 
different and that this is good. We talked about individual 
differences and the importance of this in our American way of 
life. The students were then asked to think about the jobs 
they are most able to do, are most interested in doing, and 
finally to think about what they must do in terms of educa¬ 
tion to realize their goal. 
SESSION X: INTRODUCTION TO THE HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULA. 
For the last group meeting, Mr. Paul Newman, the high 
school guidance director, spoke to the students about the 
high school curricula and the course offerings. Each 
student was given a Program of Studies at New Milford High 
School (see Appendix Fig. 6) Each of the six curricula.. 
College Preparatory, Academic, Nursing, Business, Agricul¬ 
ture, and General were discussed. The Program of Studies 
had typical courses which freshmen should take, and Mr. 
Newman discussed these. He pointed out that even though 
it appears that the high school has a six-track program, 
actually each student is scheduled individually. That is, 
the students are not held to electing courses recommended 
and can, in individual instances, choose other courses, 
depending upon their education and vocational goal. 
The students were instructed to take the Program of 
Studies home and discuss the matter with their parents. 
They were also informed that individual interviews would 
begin immediately and were asked to think out the matter 
of what program they were interested in. 
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INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS. The formal orientation program 
closed the end of March. The task now became one of sched¬ 
uling each student for an individual interview in order to 
plan a ninth grade academic program. Throughout the program, 
the students were constantly reminded to be thinking about 
what courses they would choose, and to talk things over with 
their parents before the interview. Because of the time 
limitations, and because of the teaching duties of the part- 
time counselor, only ten minutes were planned for each 
student. The intern counselor's planning period was used and 
allowed five students per day to be interviewed. Students 
who were to discuss their plans the next day were given 
appointment slips at least twenty-four hours before in order 
that they complete their discussions with their parents. 
Most students who were given appointments during the school 
day were taken from study hall, physical education classes, 
shop, or homemaking. Near the end, however, some students 
had to be taken from academic classes in order to complete the 
interviews on schedule. Also used for interviews was the 
period of time just after school, from 2:10 until the late 
bus departure time of 2:50. Usually four students could be 
seen during this time. With one hundred forty-two students to 
interview, and seeing an average of nine per day, it took the 
better part of a month to complete the individual appointments 
with students, and even then only ten minutes could be given! 
When the ten minute period was not long enough, the student 
was re—scheduled either for another ten—minute period or for a 
longer period if the student requested it. 
Every student had an appointment slip (see Appendix Fig. 7) 
which indicated the time, day, date and a place for the 
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parent's signature if the student had to remain after school 
for the appointment. It was found that the students were 
almost always punctual for their appointments. It is the 
feeling of the author that the appointment slip gave the 
student a feeling of responsibility and the results show that 
they accepted this responsibility. After initial greetings, 
the student was asked, "What have you decided?" Most of the 
students replied that they would like to take the 
curriculum. Usually, when they seemed very sure what they 
would take, the counselor asked, "What do your parents think 
about that?" This was used as a discussion starter, and 
also to give some insight as to whether the parents thought 
differently about the student's choice. Since the parent 
has veto power over the ultimate choice, (a deplorable con 
dition), the counselor felt it important to explore all the 
opinions about the decision while stressing that the student 
should make the decision. 
After discussing the decision, and the alternatives when 
necessary, the student then dictated to the counselor the 
courses he or she would like to take within the curriculum. 
Each student had a curriculum guide which indicated the re¬ 
quired courses and electives. The chosen courses were 
written on a form (see Appendix Fig. 8) which was then 
attached to a registration card (see Appendix Fig. 9) and 
along with instructions to the parent (see Appendix Fig. 10) 
for filling out the registration card, given to the student 
with instructions to return it the following day. The 
letter to the parents stressed that the decision by the 
student should reflect the thoughts and opinions of the 
parent. 
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The interview was conducted along a. directive line. 
Specific questions were asked and a quick judgment had to 
be made as to whether or not the choice of curriculum was 
a wise one or not. It is the philosophy of this writer 
that wise or not, the choice must ultimately lie with the 
student. Often times this is the first important decision 
of their life, and it should be made by them for better or 
worse. 
The author admits, however, that every effort was made 
to talk through decisions which were not realistic, and in 
most cases the student saw that it would be better to start 
with another curriculum. A few students who were very low 
in grades, I.Q., achievement test scores, etc. chose the 
College Preparatory Course for no apparent reason other 
than status. These students were "directed" to another 
course with the understanding that they could change later 
if they thought they wanted to. 
During the individual interviews, the intern counselor 
had at his disposal the cummulative records of the eighth 
grade students and a. booklet of mimeographed sheets 
(see Appendix Fig. 11) containing a projected course grade 
and effort indication and comments from classroom teachers. 
This information was later transferred to the registration 
card after the student had returned it, having had listed 
the courses of study and had the parents sign it. Upon 
conclusion of the interviews, the registration material was 
given to the high school guidance director, Mr. Paul Newman. 
There were one hundred forty-two students in the eighth 
grade class of 1965. Of these, four planned to enter private 
preparatory schools in the Fall, twelve were headed for 
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Abbott Technical School, and one hundred twenty-six would 
be attending New Milford High School. The breakdown by 
high school curriculum choice was: College Preparatory 
(40), Academic (34), Nursing (14), Agriculture (4), 
General (12), and Business (22). Follow-up studies are 
planned to see how much changing of curriculum takes place 
in the coming years, and if the change was due to a poor 
choice in the first place. The author realizes that it is 
impossible to create an orientation program which pegs 
each individual for a particular high school program, but 
feels that it is possible to trim the number of completely 
unrealistic choices. 
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RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. As stated before, the question¬ 
naire was not given in order to arrive at any definite con¬ 
clusions, but was designed to stimulate students' thinking 
regarding their future. The following analysis will not be 
rigorous but will point out some general findings. The 
reader is invited to draw his own interpretations from the 
data given. 
Question 1: "What job, occupation, or profession do 
you plan to enter after all your schooling is finished?" A 
total of thirty-eight different occupations were listed, in¬ 
cluding: teacher (19), nurse (18), engineer (10), secretary 
(6), doctor (4), mechanic (4), artist (3), carpenter (3), 
lawyer (4), actor or actress (3), pilot, farmer and football- 
or baseball player (2). Although some students listed careers 
which were rather idealistic, the majority were realistic and 
within probability of being reached. 
Question 2: "How much information do you have about the 
requirements of the job you think you would like to enter?" 
Twenty students said "None"; ninety-seven said "A little"; 
eighteen said "Quite a lot"; and seven responded "A lot". 
As can be seen, about 80% of the students had little or not 
any information about the career they were seeking. 
Question 3: "Who influenced you to choose the job that 
you indicated in question one?" Since the directions did 
not indicate making only one choice, many students made multi¬ 
ple choices. The breakdown by item is as follows: own 
choice (122), family suggestion (36), family tradition (6), 
friend's suggestion (10), and teacher's suggestion (10). 
Question 4: "What factor about the job you chose 
attracted you toward it?" Again, multiple responses were 
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made and the breakdown is as follows: good pay (56), good 
working conditions (34), exciting job (67), not much school 
needed (1), able to stay close to home (6), able to travel 
(30), and other (48). The "other" responses were primarily 
a desire to help others. 
Question 5: "How much money per year do you think the 
job you chose will pay at the beginning?" The responses to 
this question brought quite a range of beginning salaries: 
$2,000.-$3,000. (31), $3,000.-$4,000. (26), $4,000.-$5,000. 
(27), $5,000.-$6,000. (29), $6,000.-$8,000. (20), 
$8,000.-$10,000. (6), and above $10,000. (1). An analysis 
of these responses was made, comparing the first choice of 
career (Question one) with the beginning salary as perceived 
by the student. A three point scale was used and the author 
made the judgment as to whether the salary for the job list¬ 
ed was "right on", "close", or "way off". Twenty-eight 
students were "right on", forty-one were "close" and sixty- 
five were "way off". This suggests that many students have 
an unrealistic perception of beginning salaries. 
Question 6: "What do you think your salary will be at 
the end of ten years, if you stay on the same job?" The 
breakdown was as follows: $2,000.-$3,000 . (2), $3,000 . -$4,000 . 
(5), $4,000.-$5,000. (11), $5,000.-$6,000. (24), 
$6,000.-$8,000 . (35), $8,000 .-$ 10,000 . (38), and above $10,000. 
(22). 
Question 7: "How much schooling do you think you will 
need in order to be qualified for the job you chose?" Again, 
the three point analysis was used to determine if the students 
had a realistic idea of the education required to qualify them 
for the job they listed in Question one. Seventy-five 
students were "right on", forty-nine were "close" and twelve 
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were "way off". 
Question 8: "What high school curriculum do you think 
you would choose in order to best prepare for your job 
choice?" Using the three point scale, one hundred nine were 
"right on", nineteen were "close", and only four were 
judged "way off" by the author. 
Question 9: No analysis was made of the question. 
Question 10: "Put an X beside the subjects you like 
best and an O beside the subjects you like the least." The 
author looked for a correlation between good grades (as 
listed in Question 11) and liked subjects. Sixty-three re¬ 
sponses had good correlations, fifty-eight had fair correla¬ 
tions, and seventeen responses showed no correlation. 
Question 12: "Do you feel that your academic record is 
"in line" with your job career choice?" Ninety-three students 
said "yes" and forty-five said "no" to this question. It is 
interesting to note that about one third of the students do 
not feel that they will be prepared to enter their chosen 
The author wonders what they will do about it. career. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS. The practicum experience just described 
was considered very worthwhile and created, for the author, 
a better understanding of the guidance needs on the junior 
high school level. During the course of the practicum, 
several mistakes were made and some necessary factors were 
inadvertantly left out. 
The ten group sessions were conducted such that attend¬ 
ance was mandatory. Near the end of the program, the stud¬ 
ents were heard saying things which indicated disinterest 
and sometimes frustration that their study period was taken 
away. It was difficult to always give advance notice of a. 
coming session, and as a result a. student who looked forward 
to the study period was sometimes disappointed when the 
guidance session was announced. When the program is again 
run, the entire schedule of sessions will be announced and 
attempts will be made to stick to it. Also, the author 
feels that it is important to have the group program be 
voluntary; that is, make the program available during the 
study period and those students interested can come. It is 
felt that most of the students will attend anyway, but this 
way they will not feel forced into something. 
An obvious omission was made of a. program for the 
college-bound youngster. In this day and age of stressing 
programs for the high-ability student, the author seemed to 
over-compensate and as a result, there was no group session 
which emphasized college level careers such as Medicine, 
Education, Law, etc. Next time, something should be done in 
this area. It is not felt that this was a glaring oversight, 
since reference was made several times to the professions arid 
to college training, but more should be done specifically 
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emphasizing the college careers. 
Also neglected was the personal-social adjustment area. 
Students going to high school from eighth grade undergo a 
psychological transition which could be eased through a 
program of group guidance and personal counseling. Perhaps/ 
next time, a session with the high school student council 
members could be had, which would present the student life 
aspect of high school. 
One noticeably unfortunate situation that existed with 
this program was the lack of time for personal interviews. 
Next year, when the guidance program will be full time, much 
more time will be alloted for personal counseling with 
parents and students. 
All factors considered, the Intern Guidance Program 
went well and was very favorably received by all concerned. 
One definite conclusion arrived at by the author was that the 




PAHT T 'M COTiWCS FAOG:::lM 
at 
DOHN PEITHBONE SCHOOL 
Studeafca leaviiits the eighth grade are required to make one of the major 
poisions of their life* ‘Bile decision is one which requires direction and 
Ireful guidance* At this time, the student decides on the high school curriculum 
which ultiieatXy decides the path he will take in life. Altogether too often, 
ljje choice of course depends on sows fleeting whim or, if thought about at all, is 
Jfce product of misiafcrmatiosa about occupations anti their educational requirements. 
It is the purpose of this program to: 
(1) Present facts and conduct discussion about what is ahead ia life. 
The topics to he covered are employment, armed service, marriage, 
ar»??ponsability and living ia the modern age. An attempt will be made 
to develop a more realistic outlook•toward life* 
{2} .Determine the student's plan for the future by means of a questioaaire. 
(3) Discuss the vax4ious occupational, groups and the education needed in 
order to enter them* local employment as veil, as out of town job 
possibilities will be discussed* 
(k) Discuss self -evaluation and its importance in planning for the future* 
The purpose hero will ge to help the student form & more realistic 
outlook on his educational plans* 
(5) Iresant formally, the high school program* A thorough presentation 
of high school curriculum offered and courses within the curriculum 
which are available will be undertaken,, 
{6} ?ollovr«up the formal eighth grade meetings with individual conferences 
and to help ia the final selection of high school curriculum* 
The time schedule would he as follows: 
(1) Questional res would be filled out by all eighth grade students as 
soon as possible* 
{&) formal eighth grade meetings would begin ia December during regvuerly 
scheduled study periods* The number of meetings would be between five 
and sight depending upon the success of the gathering* 
(3) Individual conferences to draw up the students high school schedule 
would begin in April* These would take place after school between 
2:10 and 2 s 50. The students would take the late tvs« Conferences 
would be scheduled such that students which might need more time than 
others would have this time* 
Individual conferences could be arranged for students with immediate 
problems at any time during the school year* 
Fig. 1 
(*) 
John Pettibone School 
New Milford, Connecticut 
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INTERN GUIDANCE PROGRAM FOR EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS 
Dear Parents: 
Students leaving the eighth grade are required to make one of the major 
decisions of their life. This decision is one which requires direction and 
careful guidance. At this time, the student decides on the high school curriculum 
which ultimately determines the path he will follow in life. 
It is at this age, students approach the time when they must begin to make 
plans and decisions which have a significant bearing on their success and happiness 
in adult life. They approach the end of compulsory education and must soon 
decide whether to continue in school; they must plan a program of curricular 
courses and activities for the senior high school; and they should begin to 
formulate educational and vocational goals beyond the secondary school. They 
must integrate their abilities, ambitions, interests and limitations and decide 
on an educational path toward a future of work. It is imperative that we establish 
a program to assist eighth graders to form a realistic picture of the future and to 
arrive at a proper decision with regard to his capabilities. 
The Board of Education has approved an Intern Guidance Program for John 
Pettibone School. Mr. Donald Tepper, studying for his Master’s Degree in Guidance 
at the University of Massachusetts will direct a program primarily leading to the 
proper selection of courses in the senior high school for all eighth grade students. 
Mr. Tepper will be under the immediate supervision of Paul Bourdeau, Principal; 
Catherine Lillis, Assistant Principal; and Paul Newman, Guidance Director. 
Eighth grade homeroom teachers will also assist in this program. 
It is the purpose of this program to: 
1. Present facts and conduct discussion about what is ahead in life. 
The topics to be covered are employment, armed service, and responsibility 
and living in the modern age. An attempt will be made to develop a more 
realistic outlook toward life. 
2. Determine the student’s plan for the future by means of a questionnaire. 
3. Discuss the various occupational groups and the education needed in 
order to enter them. Local employment as well as out of town job 
possibilities will be discussed. 
4. Discuss self-evaluation and its importance in planning for the future. 
The purpose here will be to help the student form a more realistic 
outlook on his educational plans. 
5. Present formally, the high school program. A thorough presentation 
of high school curriculum offered and courses within the curriculum 
which are available will be undertaken. 
6. Follow-up the formal eighth grade meetings with individual conferences 
and to help in the final selection of high school curriculum. 
The time schedule would be as follows: 
1. Questionnaires would be filled out by all eighth rada students as s'.-'n 






scheduled8study8rperiodstin?heWnUlh ***? in DeCember durin§ regularly 
“8 “»422% 2 « £8"£4? l*““ 
ITulTttLTnXTn5 tVsT UVhigh school schedule 
2:10 and82:50 Ihe^uLn! * ^ Sch°o1 betwe^ 
would be scheduled such rw . I * the late bus- Conferences 
others would be granted this timf?ntS WhlCh mi8ht need raore time than 
ir0^vzcizsi x\i: sfieLo:students with 
WouldlliLOUtod emphasize thaAT^ atte^" f^Vtotere« in tbis Program. We 
decision. We do not intend to make the dLi*1? t0 assist the students to make a wise 
for the student. Aspirations of student J ^ °f COUrSe.selection or occupation 
ability, achievement, self-image and motivati & studied in relation to children's 
that no child should be permanently labelled in Ho"ever> we stress the importance 
ual's response to the present is influenced b^h h7 C,h°Se? Profession. An individ- 
the past and by what he antir-fnAf^c f t b?th by Wnat he has experienced in 
depends in part on L 0S« CpSiSS hin"^ ^ ^ h° ^ 
their perceptions. If doors are rlncoa in and how they have communicated 
then frustration, resentment and loss of ’confUl?ited’ and dreams stifled, 
line for negative action. -dence in society become- the guide 
ance the opportunity for assist- 
Sincerely, 
CU' 
Paul R. Bourdeau 
Principal 
PRB/sea 
Fig. 2 (continued) 
EIGHTH GRADE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 30 
Name _  
Age- 
1, What job, occupation, or profession do you plan to enter after all your 
schooling is finished? 
(or)_' 
2, How much information do you have about the requirements of the job you think 
you would like to enter? .. .None 
_A little 
Quite a lot 
A lot 
3, Who influenced you to choose the job that you indicated in question one? 





4. What factor about the job you chose attracted you toward it? 
_good pay 
_good working conditions 
_exciting job 
_not much school needed 
_able to stay close to home 
_able to travel 
other 
How much money per year do you think the job you chose will pay at 
the beginning? (check one ) ..  $2,000 to $3,000 
_$3,000 to $4,000 
_$4,000 to $5,000 
_$5,000 to $6,000 
_$6,000 to $8,000 
_$8,000 to $10,000 
_above $10,000 
6 What do you think your salary (per year) will be at the end of ten years 
if you stay on the same job? .  $2,000 to $3,000 
_$3,000 to $4,000 
_$4,000 to $5,000 
_$5,000 to $6,000 
__$6,000 to $8,000 
_$8,000 to $10,000 
_above $10,000 
I?* How much schooling do you think you will need in order to be qualified 
for the job you chose? --- at-h 
Go on to next page 
at least 8t grade 
_at least high school 
_high school plus 
technical training 
^college degree 
jcollege plus more training 
Fig. 3 
(2) 
3. What high school curriculum do you think you should choose in order to 






_Abbott Technical school 
9. Listed below are occupations classified in groups according to general 
interests and abilities. Indicate in order of preference (1,2,3) the three 
groups which you think you would best fit in. 
Occupations involving business contacts with people, such as fields of selling, 
politics, promotional work etc. . . 
Occupations involving business detail work, such as acc untin:.<-, cashier, 
banket, stenographer, office worker ... . 
Occupations involving social service work such as YMCA worker. Boy Scout 
executive, personnel worker, social case worker, teacher.. 
Occupations requiring special artistic abilities such as musician, actor 
artist, interior decorator, designer . . 
Occupations requiring executive ability such as director, office manager, 
foreman, superintendent  . 
Occupations involving technical or scientific work such as engineer, chemist, 
doctor, architect, research worker, inventor, toolmaker . . 
Occupations involving talking and working with people such as lawyer, 
newspaperman, author, professor, librarian .. . 
10. Put an X beside the subjects you like best and an 0 beside the subjects 









U. Fill in the last report card grade you received in each of the listed 













This paper lists the twelve major career fields and a 
partial list of vocational groups within each career field*. 
Remember that within oacli vocational group there is a range 
of jobs depending usually upon the education required. The 
educational ranges are: professional, semi-professional, 









































































































































Fig, 4 (continued) 
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OTPOKTUf'ITIES IN THE WORLD OF .BUSINESS 
IT.**- ^►,4,-0% . - * ■-" 
r?of«8Bla- ad Occupations 
- '.-c*"- »*bm* Mnu(i>«>t ni-* «*. nv,tw» ■ ■ * V«L vTvr* -X-*. 
Accountant 
Teacher* 
> a fi p ro f o s a i o n a 1 0 c c uoat i o n s 
• . *■' •»> «- • ■•-•- t*«V *• . -K, *1«*v*Uow.»ji-.vr*s*-e*5;*»T*. 
Economist 
Personnel and employment manager 
Da t a pro ee s s i n p pro g r a me r 
P i - r. and Official Occupations 
Buyer and department store head 
Advertising spent 
Purchasing spent and buyer 
Pub1ic officer 
Revenue officer 
Special tax spent 
Tax examiner 
Banking * finance 9 and insurance off 1 
Clerical and related Occupations 



















Key punch operator 
Machine shorthand operator 
Icier; anc related Occupations 
.» V-..,. . . if•■■***--sesr* 
Stock clerk 







NEVA MIL FORD *4—1IG-H-SO-IOOL 35 
NEUMILFORD -CONNECTICUT 
Thi* bnochutie ha* been pnepaned by the. 
Guidance Vept. at New liil^ond High School 
to acquaint student* and patient* with the 
ptiogtum* and coutise* opened towand comple¬ 
tion o{, specific diploma AequiAcment*. 
Consultation* with the Guidance Stafifi one 
tiecormended. Patient* rnay call ELgin 4-3936, 
PPOCRAM-CP STUDIED 
£ig. 6 
NEW MILFORD HIGH SCHOOL GRADES IX - XII 
DIPLOMA DESIGNATIONS & REQUIREMENTS 
The following requirements for graduation have been adopted by the New Milford Board of 
Education# Six types of diplomas are awarded. Students are urged to become familiar with 
diploma requirements and make course selections based upon careful consideration of their 
capabilities and projected needs. Consultations with counselors regarding programs of 
study are recommended. 
^COLLEGE PREP. (20 units) ACADEMIC (20 units) NURSING (20 units) 
English 4 English 4 English 4 
Math. (Mg. S above) 3 Math.(Alg. S above) 3 Math. (Incl. Mg. S Geom.) 3 
Science (7 Lab.Scl.) 3 Lang.(In one Lang.) 2 Lang.(In one Lang.) 2 
Lang.(In one Lang.) 3 Social Studies 3 Sclence (Incl. Biol. SChem) 3 
Social Studies 3 Science 2 Social Studies 2 
Phys.Ed.S Health r Phys.Ed.S Health 7 Home Economics 7 
Electives 3 Electives 5 Phys.Ed.S Health 7 
Electives 4 
BUSINESS (18 units) AGRICULTURE (l8 units) GENERAL (l8 units) 1 • 
i 
English 4 English 4 English 4 
Bkpg. and/on. J.B.T. 2 Social Studies 2 Social Studies 3 
' i1 
Typing and/on. Steno. 2 Aqnlcultune S Pnoj. 6 Math. 7 
Science / Math. 1 Science 7 17 
Social Studies 2 Science 7 Phys.Ed.S Health 7 
Math. 7 Phus.Ed.S Health 7 Electives S i 
Phys.Ed.S Health 7 Electives 3 ft 
Electives 5 7 
*Cne academic aneaf othen than English, must be a 4 it can. sequence 
I 
<»m 
A unit is defined as one subject studied the equivalent of five periods a week for a 
full year. 
Half unit courses meet twice a week for a full year or daily for a full semester. 
Each student is required to take a minimum of five courses or units per year. 
Advanced courses taken in Grade 8, such as El. Algebra and Earth Science, will be 
credited toward the next sequential course. A record of these courses will be included 
on the official transcript. 
RECOMMENDED COLLEGE PREPARATORY CURRICULUM: This is the most demanding high school curri- 
culum, designed primarily for the student planning to enter a four year college or engineer! 
























Latin II _ 
Mod, Eun.Hlst, 
P.E. 

































.^tnmiTSRT) ACADEMIC CURRICULUM: A modified college preparatory program for bh® ab°v® 
student who ian't^Iite certain of his future plans, yet would probably benefit 






Gen. Math J 
tenth Science 
knoient Hist. 









P£. Geom. J 
Biology 
Lang.7 on. Ill 









































% $4 5* 
RECOMMENDED NURSING CURRICULUM: This program of studies prepares students for^admission to 





wen. Math J _ 
EflAth Science 
Gen.Science 
Home Econ.7 _ 
long. I 
Ancient HiAi. 
Wontd H-t&i. A 










Lang. 7 on 77 
Mod. Eun. Hist. 











English III 7 
U.S.Histony 7 











Lang.77 on III 
Gen.Physics 
Chemistny 













RECOMMENDED BUSINESS CURRICULUM; A program of studies for students interested in furthering 
their careers or training in the business (sec'y. - clerical) world. 
gpape ix Units GRAVE X Units 
English 7 1 English 77 7 
Ancient HistoniA . Business Math . 7 
Mould Histony A] 1 Typing I I 
Genenal Sci. 1 Biology 
J.b.t. 1 Mod. Eun. Hist. I 
Home Econ. I Uonld Hist. _£ 
Ind. bits 7 Home Econ. 77 
El. AIqebna 7nd. Ants IT 
K I Vna{ting 7 7 
Mua^c Elective 
Elective — P.E. 1 4 
It. & Health t 
5^ 5i 
GRAVE XI Units GPAPE XII Units 
English III I English IP 1 
U.S.Histony 7 Bkpg. 77 7 
Bkpg. 7 7 Steno. 77 
Tifping 77 7 O^ice Pnact. 0 
Steno. 7 Contemp.7ss. L 
Home Econ.777 Physical Sci. 
Phys. Sci. 7 Home Econ. IP 
Elective Elective — 7 







8O-8U Above Average 
75-79 Average 
7O-7U Passing: meeting minimum standards 
65-69 Low pass: meeting only partial standards 
Below 65 Failing 
RECOMMENDED AGRICULTURE CURRICULUM: This curriculum is designed for boys who plan to pursue 
vocations in agriculture upon completion of high school; or who desire some type of colle» 
or post-secondary program in agriculture. 
GRAVE IX 






Agnlc. Pnoject 7 




Gen. Math., 1 
Elective _ 
P.E. S Health i 
GRAVE X Units GRAVE XI Units 
tnglish. II 1 English III 1 
Aanlcultune 11 7 U.S.Hlstony 7 
Agnie, Project 7 Agnlc.6 Pnoj. 7 
Beologtf 1 Physical. Sci.. 
Wonld Hist. 3 PI. Geom. 
Mod.EuA.Hlst. Alaebna II 
Ind, Ants II Rev. Math. 2 
El, Algebra 7 Chemlstmf 
Vnattlng I Electives 

















P. E, i 4 
5 -1- 4 5 I 
RECOMMENDED GENERAL CURRICULUM: A basic terminal course for those not planning further 
formal schooling. 
GRAVE IX Units GPAPE X Units GRAVE XI Units GRAVE XII 
English I 7 English II 7 English III 7 English 11/ 
Wonld Hist. A 7 Wonld Hist. 8 7 U.S.Hlstonif 7 Contemp.Iss. 
Gen.Science 7 Bio log if Physical See. Phifslcal Scl. 
Gen.Math. 7 Rev.Math. Rev.Math. Rev.Math. 
Ind. Ants I Ind.Ants II 3 Tt/plna I 3 Ind.Ants IP 
Howe Econ. I 7 Home Econ. II Ind.Ants III Home Econ.IV 
Elective Electives Home Econ.III Typing I on II 
P.E.£ Health x P.E. i 4 Electives Electives 
P.E. i 






ELECTIVES; Following is a partial list of 
electives available to supplement the 
curriculum. Many of the regular academic 
subjects may be utilized for electives, 
with counselor approval. 
PLEASE NOTE: 
1. Each student*s program of studies will| 
individually developed, dependent upon 
various objective criteria. The recommend 




































2, Most of the sequential academic subjeJ 
prescribe specific pre-requisites. Please] 
consult with your counselor or subject 









































3. Supplementary enrichment courses, suclj 
as the Saturday Seminars, are not listed 
herein. They may be selected as a 6th 
subject as they become available. 
In most cases, summer school courses 
may be taken to make up failures, or to 
raise grades. 
5. All students, unless excused for 
physical reasons,must take 2 periods of 
physical ed. per week. All 9th graders 
must also take the prescribed Health 
course. 
♦♦♦(to be made available in the future) 
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Fig. 7 
High School Course of Study 
Name 
Course Selected: _ 







NEW MILFORV HIGH SCHOOL - PROGRAM REGISTRATION 
19 Gtade 9 19 
NAME___SCHOOL_p/o/s 
Horn AddA&6i_____TeJ" No'- 
(please do not white in this Apace] 
to. k Monk EUoht Teach. Comment* Cout&e Selected _ 
F YlftP J Jill Subject* lot Gfi. 9 
Soc. St. 
English I 
Lev. T Pet. Rm. 
M ath. _ 
Science 
Lang. ( ) 
Mahh-ohniontod nnade / oh. neat (A.5.C.P.F) 
Lhlont- E(excellent) Glgood) Alav'gj El below av'g) 




Alg. Apt. Lang. Apt. H.R. 
Patent1A Signature: Cn&lt.tec. 
Pec. Algebra SHSG Lang II 
Fig. 9 
John Pettibone School 
New Milford, Connecticut 
April 8, 1965 
Dear Parent: 
Accompanying this letter is a program registration card which must 
be filled in and signed by you in order to complete the registration of 
your child in New Milford High School. Also attached is a plan of study 
which has been decided upon by the prospective high school student and me 
during our interview. It is assumed that you have discussed his or her 
future plans, and that your thoughts are reflected in the decision. 
Please print in the information for the following items on the 
registration card: 
1. Student's Name — Last name. First name. Middle initial 
2. School — Pettibone 
3. Date of birth 
4. Male or Female — please circle M or F 
5. Home Address 
6. Telephone Number — Home phone 
7. Course selected -— see attached list 
8. Subjects — see attached list 
9. Signature — please sign your name 
Approved: 
Donald Tepper 
Intern Guidance Counselor Principal 
Fig. 10 
John Pettibone School Grade 8 1964-li965 
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